We examine the phase transitions in solid CuCl under hydrostatic conditions at pressures to 12.8 GPa. The transition at 4.4 GPa from zinc -blende to tetragonal is observed.
Introduction
The controversy that has emerged from various measurements1 -3 of the properties of CuCl has been reduced by the recognition4 that pressure gradients strongly affect the properties of this material. Im- proved preparation of material5 has indicated that early suggestions of a possible high temperature superconductivity13 2 may be dependent on low level impurities. 6 Recently, we developed a method for loading a diamond anvil cell with a small sample in a helium bath.? This new technique permits us to study materials to 11.5 GPa at room temperature in fluid helium under strictly hydrostatic conditions and to higher pressure in solid helium where departures from hydrostatic conditions are expected to be sma11. 8 We report the first use of this new loading procedure to obtain a solid sample in a hydrostatic bath. Transition pressures and disproportionation reactions are studied in a pure CuCl sample in helium..
We find that the lower pressure transition at 4.4 GPa is unchanged. Our negative observations for the formation of an opaque phase in the NaCl high pressure phase supports the contention that a pressure gradient is required to stimulate the disproportionation reaction.
Experimental Details
Our sample of CuCl was prepared according to the method in Ref. 5 .
A small, clear crystallite was placed into a gasketed diamond anvil cell together with small ruby chips for pressure measurement.9
The gasket is loaded with helium gas at ti 0.2 GPa, sealed off, and inserted into the standard clam p.7 Measurements, all at room temperature, are made with aid of a microscope as previously described. 10 Recently this microscope was fitted with a video camera and recorder so that phase transitions could be more easily studied.
At the highest pressure of 11.0 GPa there was less than 0.1 GPa pressure variation during the ten week hold period.
A second cell has been loaded with a completely filled gasket of this pure CuCl and spectral observations made11 similar to measurements already reported. 12 In this cell disproportionation was looked for over approximately three week hold periods, the pressure set in each of the three known phases (zinc -blonde, 4.4 GPa tetragonal, 8.2 GPa NaC1)4 up to 15.5 GPa.
Results and Discussion
From an initial pressurization in the zinc -blende phase by steps to 4.1 (+ 0.3 -0.0) GPa the next increment produced a transition to the tetragonal phase. Good agreement with value of 4.4 + 0.2 GPa by Piermarini et al. 4 was obtained for this pure sample in a hydrostatic medium.
We reported12 4.2 + 0.1 GPa as the transition pressure for a less pure CuCl sample. There appears to be no dependence of the-transition pressure into the tetragonal phase that is related to a pressure gradient in the sample.
A sequence of video frames is shown in Fig. 1 to illustrate the progression of the transition in the sample.
After the application of a small (0.2 GPa) incremental pressure a sequence of frames lb and lc were selected in a 2 sec interval.
Even under hydrostatic conditions the transition in this crystallite has a mottled appearance.
The transition to the NaCl phase at 8.2 GPa was not readily observed with this sample.
Sharp and large resistance anomalies reported by Chu et al.1 near 4 and 10 GPa could be observed by them only in freshly prepared samples.
The sample we used was removed from a sealed ampul, loaded in the cell, and studied at pressures to 11 GPa during one day. Further, as has been observed with the pure CuCl there is no degradation from exposure to air or light and we verified this with other samples from the ampul.
Since the transition should be more easily seen in polarized light a sequence of colored photos were taken with the sample between crossed polaroids. While there is some background birefringence due to the diamonds, the crystal transition to tetragonal is readily identified but seems to be completed to NaCl at less than 7 GPa.
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Solid-state phase transitions in CuCI under hydrostatic pressures to 12.8 GPa
Introduction
The controversy that has emerged from various measurements1~-* of the properties of CuCI has been reduced by the recognition4 that pressure gradients strongly affect the properties of this material. Improved preparation of material-* has indicated that early suggestions of a possible high temperature superconductivity-'->2 may b e dependent on low level impurities." Recently, we developed a method for loading a diamond anvil cell with a small sample in a helium bath.^ This new technique permits us to study materials to 11.5 GPa at room temperature in fluid helium under strictly hydrostatic conditions and to higher pressure in solid helium where departures from hydrostatic conditions are expected to be small.
We report the first use of this new loading procedure to obtain a solid sample in a hydrostatic bath. Transition pressures and disproportionation reactions are studied in a pure CuCI sample in helium.. We find that the lower pressure transition at 4.4 GPa is unchanged. Our negative observations for the formation of an opaque phase in the NaCl high pressure phase supports the contention that a pressure gradient is required to stimulate the disproportionation reaction.
Experimental Details
Our sample of CuCI was prepared according to the method in Ref. 5 . A small, clear crystallite was placed into a gasketed diamond anvil cell together with small ruby chips for pressure measurement.^ The gasket is loaded with helium gas at ^ 0.2 GPa, sealed off, and inserted into the standard clamp.7 Measurements, all at room temperature, are made with aid of a microscope as previously described. 0 Recently this microscope was fitted with a video camera and recorder so that phase transitions could be more easily studied.
A second cell has been loaded with a completely filled gasket of this pure CuCI and spectral observations madell similar to measurements already reported.12 jn this cell disproportionation was looked for over approximately three week hold periods, the pressure set in each of the three known phases (zinc-blende, 4.4 GPa tetragonal, 8.2 GPa NaCl) 4 up to 15.5 GPa.
Results and Discussion
From an initial pressurization in the zinc-blende phase by steps to 4.1 (+ 0.3 -0-0) GPa the next increment produced a transition to the tetragonal phase. Good agreement with value of 4.4 +_ 0.2 GPa by Piermarini et al. 4 was obtained for this pure sample in a hydrostatic medium. We reported-^ 4.2 j^ 0.1 GPa as the transition pressure for a less pure CuCI sample. There appears to be no dependence of the transition pressure into the tetragonal phase that is related to a pressure gradient in the sample.
A sequence of video frames is shown in Fig. 1 to illustrate the progression of the transition in the sample. After the application of a small (0.2 GPa) incremental pressure a sequence of frames Ib and Ic were selected in a 2 sec interval. Even under hydrostatic conditions the transition in this crystallite has a mottled appearance.
The transition to the NaCl phase at 8.2 GPa was not readily observed with this sample. Sharp and large resistance anomalies reported by Chu et al. near 4 and 10 GPa could be observed by them only in freshly prepared samples. The sample we used was removed from a sealed ampul, loaded in the cell, and studied at pressures to 11 GPa during one day. Further, as has been observed with the pure CuCI there is no degradation from exposure to air or light and we verified this with other samples from the ampul. Since the transition should be more easily seen in polarized light a sequence of colored photos were taken with the sample between crossed polaroids. While there is some background birefringence due to the diamonds, the crystal transition to tetragonal is readily identified but seems to be completed to NaCl at less than 7 GPa. In this sequence CuCl undergoes a phase transformation at 4.3 GPa from zinc -blende to tetragonal structure. These frames from a video recording system show a) prior to transition at P = 4.13 GPa, b) -c) selected frames in a 2 sec period that show the progression of the phase transition, and d) the completed transition to tetragonal phase at 4.7 GPa.
Disproportionation reactions háve been discussed by Piermarini et al. 4 These reactions lead to the formation of elemental copper, and only a small, order of one percent, amount of free copper would cut off the visible light transmission.
In a gasketed sample several days to three weeks have been reported4 as the time for detection of the opaque material. We have looked for the formation of the opaque material over a period of more than 10 weeks. As shown in Fig. 2 there is no indication of any opaque phase.
Additional information concerning possible disproportionation was obtained from a CuCl-filled -gasket ce11. 11 This cell was held at 15.5 + 0.05 GPa for four weeks without visible change. At the reduced presssure of 2.0 GPa and a hold period of three weeks no visible change was observed, nor was there indication of an opaque phase forming during a four week hold at 4.4 GPa, just above the lower transition.
In our gasketed samples the higher pressure region is at the gasket edge so that disproportionation would be expected around the perimeter. Since CuCl is quite soft as shown by the lack of ruby fluorescence peak broadening12 the pressure gradients in this gasketed sample may not have been large enough to stimulate the disproportionation reaction. In comparison to the ungasketed cell results where disproportionation was clearly seen,' we conclude that significant pressure gradients are required to stimulate this reaction to free copper.
Although we have probed the sensitivity of the pure CuCl to coloration from interaction with laser light no evidence has been found in any of the crystal phases. We have used a 40 mW He -Cd laser for this purpose although the power level at the sample is undoubtedly reduced to til0 mW by the optical train. This contrasts with the observations in Ref. 3 where one sample prepared with an older technique showed strong coloration sensitivity.
In summary, we have shown that a CuCl crystallite in a hydrostatic medium of helium fluid has a sharp transition from the zinc -blende to the tetragonal phase of 4.2 GPa in agreement with earlier quasihydrostatic studies. These measurments were carried out on CuCl prepared to assure high purity and near stoichiometry. The upper transition may occur at a lower pressure but is difficult to observe in the SPIE Vol. 288 Los Alamos Conference on Optics (1981) / 315 Fig. 1 .
In this sequence CuCl undergoes a phase transformation at 4.3 GPa from zinc-blende to tetragonal structure. These frames from a video recording system show a) prior to transition at P =4.13 GPa, b)-c) selected frames in a 2 sec period that show the progression of the phase transition, and d) the completed transition to tetragonal phase at 4.7 GPa.
Disproportionation reactions have been discussed by Piermarini et al.^ These reactions lead to the formation of elemental copper, and only a small, order of one percent, amount of free copper would cut off the visible light transmission. In a gasketed sample several days to three weeks have been reported^ as the time for detection of the opaque material. We have looked for the formation of the opaque material over a period of more than 10 weeks. As shown in Fig. 2 there is no indication of any opaque phase.
Additional information concerning possible disproportionation was obtained from a CuCl-filled-gasket cell. 11 This cell was held at 15.5 _+ 0.05 GPa for four weeks without visible change. At the reduced presssure of 2.0 GPa and a hold period of three weeks no visible change was observed, nor was there indication of an opaque phase forming during a four week hold at 4.4 GPa, just above the lower transition. In our gasketed samples the higher pressure region is at the gasket edge so that disproportionation would be expected around the perimeter. Since CuCl is quite soft as shown by the lack of ruby fluorescence peak broadening 12 the pressure gradients in this gasketed sample may not have been large enough to stimulate the disproportionation reaction. In comparison to the ungasketed cell results where disproportionation was clearly seen, 1 we conclude that significant pressure gradients are required to stimulate this reaction to free copper.
Although we have probed the sensitivity of the pure CuCl to coloration from interaction with laser light no evidence has been found in any of the crystal phases. We have used a 40 mW He-Cd laser for this purpose although the power level at the sample is undoubtedly reduced to ^10 mW by the optical train. This contrasts with the observations in Ref. 3 where one sample prepared with an older technique showed strong coloration sensitivity.
In summary, we have shown that a CuCl crystallite in a hydrostatic medium of helium fluid has a sharp transition from the zinc-blende to the tetragonal phase of 4.2 GPa in agreement with earlier quasihydrostatic studies. These measurments were carried out on CuCl prepared to assure high purity and near stoichiometry. The upper transition may occur at a lower pressure but is difficult to observe in the No evidence is found for the formation of the opaque phase that would indicate a disproportionation to free copper. This observation agrees with the recently expressed idea that pressure gradients are required to drive this reaction.4
Fig. 2.
A single video frame taken 10 weeks after the CuCl crystallite in a helium bath was held at P = 11.0 + 0.1 GPa.
No evidence for free copper is observed by a reduction of the transmission.
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